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2

Duckling dash
Use a pencil to trace the path
to Mummy Duck.

How many dragonflies  
can you count? 

Write the answer.

Start here!



3

Leopard spots
Colour the leopard, and  
then sticker the cubs. 

Can you find the lizard? 
Trace the tick when 

you’ve found him.



4

Mummy match
Draw lines to match the mummies 
to their babies.



5

Lovely lambs
Circle four lambs hiding in the field.



6

Counting fun
Use stickers and colour to finish  
the page. Then, count to five!

elephant calf

1
one

monkey  
infants

2
two

foals

3
three

chicks

hippopotamus
calves



7

chicks

4
four

hippopotamus
calves

5
five



8

Happy hopping
Trace the frogs’ happy hops 
with your finger.

Where is the butterfly? 
Trace the tick when 

you’ve found it. 



9

Cute colouring

Colour the 
squirrel kitten  

orange.

Colour the 
puppy brown.

Colour the 
rabbit kitten blue.

Sticker the 
red chicks.



10

Odd one out
Circle the animal that doesn’t 
belong in each row.



11

Squirrel snacks
Join the dots to finish the 
acorn. Then, colour it in.

1

2

3
4

5



12

Roooaaarr!
Daddy lion is teaching his cub  
to roar! Colour the scene. 

Can you roar like a lion?



........ ........ ........ 13

Tasty treats
Count each animal’s treats. 
Write the answers in the circles.

3



14

Search the wood for the things below. 
Forest friends

1 bear cub 3 mice2 fawns



........

15

Snowy scene
Trace the lines to see who’s 
hiding in the snow.

How many snowflakes  
can you count? 

Write the answer.



16

Night owl
Colour the owlet’s wings.



Use scissors to carefully cut out the stickers.

Stickers for pages 2–3

Pages 4–5

Pages 6–7



Use scissors to carefully cut out the stickers.

Pages 6–7 continued Pages 8–9

Pages 10–11

Pages 14–15

Page 13

Page 16



Dreamy door hanger
Cut out the door hanger and hang it on your door  
for everyone to see!

My room



Monkey mask
Cut out the mask and ask an adult to help you 
thread some ribbon through the holes and tie 
it around your head.
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